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第一部分：單題（第 1-8 題，共 8 題）

1. John has finished his studies at music school. Now with his good _____ of music, he can teach at school.
   (A) future      (B) habit      (C) knowledge   (D) language

2. Yesterday I went to the beach with my brother. The sun was so _____ that it hurt my eyes!
   (A) big        (B) bright       (C) sunny       (D) warm

3. Can you help me _____ those cups and dishes? I get a different number each time.
   (A) carry     (B) clean        (C) collect       (D) count

4. Alice doesn’t take medicine when she has a cold. She believes the body is able to _____ the cold by itself.
   (A) catch     (B) fight       (C) hunt    (D) pass

5. I think _____ is more fun to go to the movies with my friends than with my family.
   (A) that     (B) there       (C) one   (D) it

6. See? The strange man I saw yesterday _____ around my house again. Should I call the police?
   (A) walking     (B) is walking   (C) and walked   (D) to walk

   Lauren: She is nice! _____, she’s the nicest person I’ve ever seen.
   (A) Even so       (B) In fact       (C) Also          (D) However

8. Noah: I’ve had too many cookies. My throat is so dry.
   Quinn: What would you like to drink then?
   Noah: _____ is fine. Just get it now!
   (A) Something   (B) Nothing        (C) Everything   (D) Anything
第二部分：題組 (第 9-35 題，共 10 篇，27 題)

(9-12)

Sports News

Maria Sharapova is a world-famous tennis player. She was born in Russia in 1987. At the age of four, she started her first tennis lesson. From then on, she _______ that she’s one of the best tennis players ever. Tennis fans all over the world enjoy watching her play.

Although her family had little money, Sharapova moved to America with her father in 1994. The day they arrived, Sharapova’s father brought her to a famous tennis school in Florida. Back in Russia, her father _______ a great future ahead of little Sharapova. He wanted to do his best to help her, and an American tennis school would be a good start. Now the seven-year-old girl _______ at the school and would start to make her dream come true.

The little girl surprised the teachers when she knocked off the hat of one teacher with a strong serve. They told her father that she _______ a scholarship when she was old enough to enter the school in 1995.

That is where it all began. Sharapova has since caught the eye of the world with her excellent tennis skills.

9. (A) has shown (B) had shown (C) showed (D) will show

10. (A) has seen (B) had seen (C) sees (D) would see

11. (A) has been (B) had been (C) was (D) will be

12. (A) has got (B) had got (C) got (D) would get
If you sail between Hawaii and California, you’ll find a big part of the ocean, as big as Africa, covered with garbage. Most of the trash comes from the land, by wind or by water, and some is thrown straight into the sea. Most of the trash is plastic: plastic bags, plastic cups, plastic cans, and a lot more.

13. Where does the trash go
   (A) Where does the trash go
   (B) How do we deal with the trash
   (C) Where does the trash come from
   (D) How does the trash arrive in the sea

14. Some just stays in the sea, some is washed onto the beaches, and, worst of all, some
   14. Some just stays in the sea, some is washed onto the beaches, and, worst of all, some
   (A) enters seabirds’ and sea animals’ stomachs
   (B) stops seabirds and sea animals from growing up
   (C) fills the living space of seabirds and sea animals
   (D) goes down to the bottom of the sea and never comes up

15. Many seabirds and sea animals that eat the trash in the sea die. Those that
   are lucky enough to live on may someday arrive on our dinner plate. What we throw away
   will all
   15. Many seabirds and sea animals that eat the trash in the sea die. Those that
   are lucky enough to live on may someday arrive on our dinner plate. What we throw away
   will all
   (A) be cleared up
   (B) come back to us
   (C) be useful to others
   (D) get out of our sight
Alice: Hi, Jerry, I heard you had fun with Peggy in Merry Park yesterday.
Jerry: Yes. We had a great time there. Why didn’t you come with us? We got there by bus in only ten minutes.
Alice: I know, but the ticket is more expensive on the weekend. Also, I’ve been there many times since it opened five years ago. Did you try the Dandelion Seat there? It’s so popular that people have to wait for over an hour to get a ride.
Jerry: You mean those flower-like umbrellas that fly high in the sky?
Alice: Yes. I enjoyed riding on the Dandelion Seat and looking over the city. It was a great experience.
Jerry: Eh . . . I liked taking the train to get around the park better. I don’t think it’s fun to ride in the air. I’d feel like I could fall down any time.
Alice: Maybe you would like it more at night. It’s wonderful to see the beautiful lights below your feet.
Jerry: Well . . . I’m afraid of high places.
Alice: Oh, I see. That’s too bad.

16. What can we learn about Merry Park?
   (A) It is newly opened.
   (B) It is also open at night.
   (C) It is across from Jerry’s house.
   (D) It has the same ticket price every day.

17. What may the Dandelion Seat look like?
   (A) ![Dandelion Seat Image A]
   (B) ![Dandelion Seat Image B]
   (C) ![Dandelion Seat Image C]
   (D) ![Dandelion Seat Image D]

18. Which is NOT true?
   (A) Alice went to Merry Park before.
   (B) Jerry enjoyed going around Merry Park by train.
   (C) Jerry would like to try the Dandelion Seat next time.
   (D) Jerry and Peggy went to Merry Park on the weekend.
One hot summer afternoon, a rabbit went down to a river to drink some water. He saw himself in the river when he was drinking.

“Look at my beautiful long ears!” the rabbit said to himself. “I’m so proud of them. But my legs! They’re short and make me look stupid.”

When the rabbit finished drinking, he raised his head and found a tiger was jumping on him. With his short legs, the rabbit began to run as fast as the wind. The tiger could not catch up with him.

“I’m so lucky,” said the rabbit happily when he stopped running. Five minutes later, the tiger appeared again. Just at the moment when the rabbit saw the tiger, the tiger caught him by his long ears. That was the end of the rabbit.

19. Which idea is NOT implied in the reading?
(A) Beautiful things may bring trouble.
(B) Even things we do not like can be useful.
(C) Ask others’ ideas before taking any action.
(D) People are blind to what may be important.

20. What do we know from the story?
(A) The tiger was proud of running fast.
(B) The rabbit was finally killed in his sleep.
(C) The tiger caught the rabbit’s tail in the end.
(D) The rabbit was able to run away the first time.
This Month’s Study

December 2000

Mary, a 12-year-old child, went missing yesterday when she was shopping with her mom at a shopping center. David, 50 years old, never came back home after he went out for a walk three years ago. People go missing every day. In one of Daily’s studies, we have found that the number of missing people all over our country has grown by over 5 times in 30 years (see Figure 1). We have also found that there are more and more people moving to the cities (see Figure 2). Are more and more people missing because more and more people are living in the cities? To find out the answer, Daily has decided to start another study.

21. What is another study about?
   (A) Ways to look for missing people.
   (B) Why people keep moving to the cities.
   (C) Why the number of missing people is growing.
   (D) Ways to keep children and old people safe in the city.

22. Which CANNOT be seen in Figure 1 or Figure 2?
   (A) Few people moved to the cities before 1970.
   (B) Over 300,000 people moved to cities in 1990.
   (C) The number of missing people grew fastest from 1990 to 2000.
   (D) The number of missing people kept growing from 1970 to 2000.
A VISIT FROM SOMEONE FROM YOUR OWN BOOK!
This Winter’s Most Heartwarming Movie

*Out of the Pages* is the newest work of Linda Kinsley, the “Magic Worker” in show business. In this lovely movie, a young writer, Henry, is visited by a strange girl who says that she comes from the book he has written. This young girl, Claire, is not happy about her part in the book and wants Henry to change the story. Henry thinks Claire is just trying to catch his interest, but she acts just like the girl in his book . . . .

Together with the popular Italian actor Julio Latio, the famous French singer Sophie Besson, and last year’s Rolling Prize winner Mary Keys, this movie is sure to give you a wonderful holiday experience!

“First pick for the New Year’s Eve!” - Theater Report
“Mr. Latio’s best hope for his first Rolling Prize!” - Picture Weekly
“An excellent pick for Besson to start in the movies!” - Movie News

http://www.outofthepagesmovie.com

23. What does the reading say about the story of the movie?
   (A) It happens in snowy winter.
   (B) It comes from a popular book.
   (C) Henry does not believe what Claire says when they first meet.
   (D) Henry does not know how to change the story of his book for Claire.

24. Which do we know from the reading?
   (A) *Out of the Pages* is Sophie Besson’s first movie.
   (B) *Out of the Pages* has won Julio Latio a Rolling Prize.
   (C) *Out of the Pages* is Linda Kinsley’s best-selling work.
   (D) *Out of the Pages* has won Mary Keys a best actress prize.
Read what people said on the Internet about a restaurant and answer the questions.

Is Goodies good?  7:02 PM  08/26
Does anyone know about Goodies next to the Mad-Eye Theater? I want to go there with my friends this Saturday. Thanks!

RE: Is Goodies good?  7:30 PM  08/26
My dad took me there yesterday. I don’t know if it’s expensive. He paid. The food was fine, not the best, though. But you must try its papaya ice cream. I just can’t get enough of it! You’ll save $50 if you have dinner there on your birthday.

RE: Is Goodies good?  8:11 PM  08/26
Its food is good but its waiters are not. For that price, I think you should go to Awe’s. It’s a little far from the theater, but the waiters there are friendly, and the food is wonderful. It’s celebrating its fifth birthday, so lunch is only half price this week.

RE: Is Goodies good?  9:56 PM  08/26
It’s the best restaurant I’ve ever been to. It’s a little expensive. But it costs $100 less for lunch. Crazy_P is right about the papaya ice cream. There’s no other word for it!

RE: Is Goodies good?  11:11 AM  08/27
There’s only one good thing about Goodies: After you eat there, everything else on Earth tastes good! About the waiters, do they have any?
25. Which is true?
(A) Crazy_P thinks of Goodies as her favorite.
(B) Cool Marc likes Goodies better than Awe’s.
(C) Kenny likes Goodies’ papaya ice cream.
(D) Teddy0530 enjoyed himself at Goodies.

26. What can we learn from the reading?
(A) Crazy_P was not happy about Goodies’ prices.
(B) Jane.TW has not been to Goodies before.
(C) Awe’s is a new restaurant.
(D) Awe’s is next to Goodies.

27. Which is the head of Goodies?

(A) Goodies
Lunch: $320 $160
Dinner: $320

$50 Off on Your Birthday!
(only for lunch)

(B) Goodies
Lunch: $320 $160
Dinner: $320

$50 Off on Your Birthday!
(only for dinner)

(C) Goodies
Lunch: $320 $220
Dinner: $320

$50 Off on Your Birthday!
(only for lunch)

(D) Goodies
Lunch: $320 $220
Dinner: $320

$50 Off on Your Birthday!
(only for dinner)
You don’t want to be Kim’s assistant. She gives you lots of work and never feels pleased with what you do. However, if you “pass the test,” you’ll almost 100% sure be promoted to “real” lawyer. I passed, and now I have my own office and my own assistant.

Last week Kim kicked out her new assistant. And now she’s treating me like her assistant again. “Maureen, get me a coffee.” “Maureen, copy this for me.” Yes, the coffee room is closer to my office, and yes, I know the copying machines better, but now my business card says L-A-W-Y-E-R, not A-S-S-I-S-T-A-N-T!

No one will fight Kim because she’s dating Emerson, our boss. Fighting the boss’s girlfriend won’t do you any good. Ted fought her once, and now he’s sitting in the “Cage,” the smallest office here.

Next to my office is Jackson’s. He was Kim’s assistant before me. He told me that I had to let her know that now I work WITH her, not FOR her. “She’ll get very angry at first, but she’ll forget about you after she finds the next ‘lucky’ person, and then you’ll be OK,” said he.

   (A) She is not pleased with her assistant.
   (B) She has not got her new business cards yet.
   (C) She found a spelling mistake on her business card.
   (D) She is unhappy about still being seen as an assistant.

29. Sally is another lawyer in Maureen’s workplace. If Sally agrees with Jackson, what would she most likely say to Maureen?
   (A) “Make it clear to Kim that she is not your boss.”
   (B) “Help Kim find a new assistant or share yours with her.”
   (C) “Don’t fight with Kim, if you want to keep your job here.”
   (D) “I’m sorry but I don’t want to be part of your fight with Kim.”
30. Which picture best shows Maureen’s workplace?

(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
(D)
I saw this picture in this month’s *Time* magazine. A photographer named Gregory Heisler sent the picture to *Time*. The boys in the picture are all wearing different clothes, but they all share the same face. They do not just look like each other. In fact, they are the same person. Heisler “made” this funny picture on the computer. But in the future, with the science of ‘cloning’ (copying living things), a picture like this one may not just be a computer trick.

The idea of cloning began a long time ago. It became real when some animals like frogs were successfully cloned. At first, I didn’t care much about these studies. However, when some studies showed that even “people” could be cloned, I felt the studies had gone too far.

I don’t know much about science, but I do know I would hate to live on a planet full of copies of me. I found myself scared by the smiles of the copied boys when I looked at the picture again. To me, a world of cloned people is a world where the rules of nature are broken, which may bring a lot of problems we’ve never thought of.

31. What is the writer trying to say?
(A) Good simple things bring us the same joy.
(B) Science and art can both help us look better.
(C) A world of people with the same face is terrible.
(D) People will share the same health problems some day.

32. Which is said about cloning?
(A) It will make our living space smaller.
(B) Most people do not think it is a good idea.
(C) It is an idea that has been around for a long time.
(D) Many rules have been made for its use in saving people.
Here I am, at the top of Mont Blanc, in the coat of my dear Edith. All the way up, I could feel her with me.

... 

Edith and I lived in the French countryside. One day our family doctor told me that Edith was dying because of a serious stomach problem. I was very sad, but I did not tell Edith the bad news. I knew I had to be strong. I wanted her to be happy in her last days.

Edith became weaker and weaker, and she finally knew everything. She asked me for one last thing: taking her to see our only son, who worked in the city of Paris. I did as she liked. But the day we visited him, the young man was too busy to talk with her nicely. Before I could tell him about his mother’s health problem, Edith died in bed, sad and lonely, the next day in Paris.

Edith left me that way, but I did not want our story to end there. I would do one more thing for my sweetheart. Edith’s dream was to climb the beautiful Mont Blanc, so I decided to take her there — by putting her coat on.

... 

Now at the white mountain top, I’m sure that Edith is enjoying the moment with me, and that she must be happy with this end of our story.

33. What is the reading mainly about?
   (A) A husband’s love for his wife.
   (B) The ways to live a healthy life.
   (C) Parents’ love for their children.
   (D) The ways to go for one’s dream.

34. What does that way mean?
   (A) Edith died on her way to Paris.
   (B) Edith did not feel happy when she died.
   (C) Edith did not know she was going to die.
   (D) Edith did not visit her son before she died.

35. What does one more thing mean?
   (A) Writing a book.
   (B) Climbing Mont Blanc.
   (C) Telling the bad news to the son.
   (D) Looking for a quiet place to live.